Release Notes for Public Patch Release #1234
(2012-12-13)
1. Origin Product/Version
OX6 v6.22.1 Rev 7

2. Packages shipped with this Patch Release
This Patch Release fixes bugs for the following products:
•

Open-Xchange Server 6
(Version: v6.22.1 Rev 8 built 2012-12-12)

3. Bugs Fixed with this Patch Release
Open-Xchange Server 6
23881

Java Memory Leak
Backport to previous JCS library.

23994

Google calendar refresh not working
The return code of the subscription update is now returned always.

24035

Distribution list entries mismatch between DB and GUI after update to
6.22.1
Corrected wrong contact references of distribution list members.
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4. Changes relevant for Administrators
Changes of Configuration Files
Change #1247 - Added property to enable/disable Hazelcast bundle
Added property "com.openexchange.hazelcast.enabled" to file
'hazelcast.properties'.
Default for 6.22.1 is "false".
Changes of Database Schemes
Change #1246 - Database update task to correct wrong distribution list
references
Due to a former change of the behavior some references to contacts from the
distribution list table may be wrong.
Distribution list members that refer to other contacts are dereferenced
dynamically with the new contact service implementation. This is done using the
entry ID of the distribution list member ("intfield02" in "prg_dlist"), that links to
the object ID of the actual contact ("intfield01" in "prg_contacts").
The user- and object-IDs are mixed up here. Before the fix for bug #15976, the
web front-end preferred to set the internal user ID in the referencing field of the
distribution list member, after the bug-fix this was changed to the referenced
contact's object ID (which is correct).
The problem now exists for distribution list members that were created from the
global address book before the bug-fix. We'll need a database update task to
correct that.
To fix the wrong references, a database update task was added that first tries to
correct the wrong references to the user ID, then changes those references that
can't be auto-corrected to independent distribution list entries.
Changes of Command Line Tools
- none Changes of Behavior
- none Changes of Packaging
- none Changes of Front-End Customizations
All CSS changes and a list of new and changed icons can be found on our wiki
page documenting the Theme changes for each version:
http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.php?title=ThemeChanges
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5. Changes relevant for Developers
Changes of the HTTP API
- none Changes of the RMI API
- none Changes of the SOAP API
- none Changes of the WebDAV API
- none Changes of the GUI-API
- none -

6. Tests
The OX QA team has verified all bug fixes.
To avoid side effects the packages have gone through automated smoke and
regression test on both, the OX Build System and a distributed OX QA server
setup.
In addition all bug fixes have been checked for potential side effects or changed
behavior. Unless explicitly stated with one of the bug entries above, we do not
expect other side effects.

7. Fixed Bugs
23881, 23994, 24035
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